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Agenda: How We Find Authors & Leverage Networks

• Unsolicited

• Conferences

• Journals

• Societies, Partnerships

• Authors from your own 
institution (University Presses)
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Traditional Methods of Finding Authors
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Unsolicited!

• A proposal, or even a partially or fully written book
• To be carefully vetted and considered before being approved 
• Uncommon; proactive approach required for more robust publishing program
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Traditional Methods to Identify Prospective Authors

• Conference talks & networking
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Traditional Methods to Identify Prospective Authors

• Journal editorial boards

• Top articles by download or citations
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Traditional Methods to Identify Prospective Authors

• Prestigious universities and organizations

• Curriculum and syllabi (textbooks)
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Partnerships and Book Series

Benefits to Elsevier:

• Expanded subject area coverage

• Expanded global network and 
audience

• Sourcing of new authors/editors
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Other Methods

• Existing authors, contributors, reviewers

• Word of mouth recommendations

• Authors working with other publishers

• Authors at my own institution/university
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Authors at your own institution/university – Example: 
Benemerita Universidad Autonoma de 
Puebla
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Benemerita Universidad Autonoma de Puebla – Number of 
Journal Publication and FWCI, 2013 – 2017
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Benemerita Universidad Autonoma de Puebla – Top 
Authors
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Benemerita Universidad Autonoma de Puebla – Choose an 
Author
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Benemerita Universidad Autonoma de Puebla – Choose an 
Author

Dr. Salazar Ibarguen’s areas of 
specialty: 

• Utra high energy cosmic rays

• the higgs boson

Broad Area:

• High Energy Physics
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SciVal Data Comparison

High Energy Physics:

Articles Published: 19,352     
CAGR: 1.6%
FWCI: 1.35 

Ultra High Energy Cosmic Rays:

Articles Published: 3,126     
CAGR: 6.09%
FWCI: 1.7 
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Competition and Need
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Proactive Approach to Author Search
Ultra High Energy Cosmic Rays:

Articles Published: 3,126     
CAGR: 6.09%
FWCI: 1.2 

• Approach author/editor with book concept in mind

• Supply Evidence of global interest

In addition to bibliometric data, this might include:

o grants awarded; new research funding 
o Success of journal publication or research project
o proposal reviews of related books
o researcher interviews

• Align book concept your house publishing strategy; align with Use 
Case framework

Benefits of Proactive 
Approach: 

• More Books Published
• Higher Impact Books
• Global Mindset
• Strategic Alignment
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The Book & Review Proposal Process
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Agenda: 

• Part I: Doing it – Basic Steps

• Acquisitions Editor Review of the Author’s Proposal

• Proposal Reviews

• Proposal Document

• Part II: Doing it Well – Best Practices and Troubleshooting

• Best Practices

• Red Flags and Troubleshooting

• Q&A

The Book Proposal Process
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Part I: How to Do It – Basic Steps
Proposal Development Stages

Assess Author ProposalAssess Author Proposal
 Receive author proposal
 Initial Assessment 
 Author communication
 Consult with AE’s in discipline with overlap if 

needed

Reviews
 Locate Reviewers and Solicit 
 Sending/Receiving Reviews
 Synthesize/Share Reviews with Author

Proposal Writing and Approval
 Proposal Draft / Create Book Financial Model
 Publisher Approval/ Post on next PSM Agenda
 Submit/Pitch
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Initial steps:

 Read through the entire 
proposal, author CV/resume, 
and any sample material – go 
back to author if any 
pertinent information is 
missing (e.g., projected page 
count, number of figures, 
estimated manuscript delivery 
date, co-author or contributor 
details)

 Consult AE(s) in disciplines 
with overlap, as appropriate 

 Solicit/Search for proposal 
reviewers – sources may 
include previous reviewers, 
current authors, contributors 
to related books, editorial 
board members, LinkedIn 
contacts, etc.

 Send out reviewer 
questionnaires. 

Step 1: Prospecting – AE Review of the Author’s Proposal
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Which type of proposal do you have?
o First edition = 3 positive reviews
o Revision = 2 positive reviews

Other Must-Have Checklist items:
Obtain reviewers from outside your institution
Obtain international reviewers
Allow 2-4 weeks for review time, sometimes longer  
Be sure to ask for the reviewer’s name, affiliation/company, 

department, and geographic location
Highlight and share reviewer suggestions/questions with author for 

responses (recommended to be shared anonymously)

Step 2: Proposal Review Checklist
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Methods
• Conferences

• Journals

• Societies, Partnerships

• Bibliometrics

• Maintain an ongoing Reviewer list, with specialties noted

Contacting Reviewers
Email/phone
Describe the project, how you found them, the time and work involved, 

and what you can offer them

How do I find reviewers?
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Dear Dr.  ______,

Please allow me to introduce myself as the Editor at Elsevier (Academic Press) with 
responsibility for our biochemistry, genetics, and genomics books programs.

We’ve received a book proposal for a new volume in our Translational 
Epigenetics series, tentatively titled Human Behavioral Epigenetics: Principles, 
Methods, Evidence, and Future Directions. This will be edited by Livio Provenzi and 
Rosario Montirosso.

In my search for reviewers, I saw that your research areas align with the book 
proposal, and you recently published a paper in AJHG on epigenetics of 
neuropsychiatric disorders. Would you be willing to review the proposal materials and 
complete a short questionnaire? I suspect this will take one hour of your time, and we 
would be happy to compensate you with a ___ reviewer honorarium.

Thank you, Dr. _____. I look forward to hearing from you. 

Best wishes,
Peter Linsley

Reviewer Invitation - Email Template
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In addition to Questions on Topic Coverage, Structure, Competition, and 
Market:
• Seek to understand the Book’s audience
• Seek to understand the Book’s Use Case – What Problem Does it Solve?

1. Based on your assessment of the proposal, in your view who is the 
audience for the project?

2. a. What do you think are the key knowledge and information needs this 
audience faces (in relation to the field covered by this proposal)?

2b. Would the proposed book help to meet these needs?

Customize if necessary. For example, textbook proposals should include 
questions about the reviewer’s course.

Reviewer Questionnaire
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1. Based on your assessment of the proposal, in your view who is the 
audience for the project?

Genomics researchers, Bioinformaticians, Medical informaticians, IT 
professionals, and Regulators (policy makers)

Example Review Responses 

Genomic Data Sharing
Case Studies, Challenges, and Opportunities for Precision Medicine
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2.a What do you think are the key knowledge and information needs 
this audience faces (in relation to the field covered by this proposal)?

I believe that the academic researchers have primarily practical concerns, e.g., 
what are their obligations to share data, what are the benefits of sharing data, 
how should they format and store their data, and how can they 
effectively utilize other’s data. IT professionals also have practical concerns, 
e.g, how to store and safeguard this data. Regulators have concerns about 
how to balance protecting research participants and maximize 
outcomes. 

2b. Would the proposed book help to meet these needs?

The chapters on consortium and biobank examples may explain how 
these groups overcame logistical barriers. The reliance on case studies 
may, however, make it difficult for readers to extract the information that 
is relevant to them. While the proposed chapter on the U.S. Regulatory 
Frameworks may provide researchers an explanation of their obligations, it 
does not appear that it will provide recommendations for improving or 
strengthening the framework.

Example Review Responses – Genomic Data Sharing
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Step 3: Proposal Writing and Pitch

Proposal = Business Plan

• Pub date, price, forecast & 
financialsKey Metrics

• Why Publish & Cluster 
PotentialStrategic Fit 

• Key Competitive TitlesCompetitive 
Analysis

• End User Key 
Features/Description & 
Publicity

Marketing

• 3-5 Positive Peer Reviews
Reviews
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Proposal Writing – Proposal Document Sidebar

Let’s take a closer look at what needs to be filled out 
here: 

This is the at-a-glance section that summarizes the 
basics of the book; its intended size, portfolio, pub 
date, sales and revenue projections, gross margin, 
audience and contents
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Proposal Writing – Title section and Author/Editor Info

Section Must-Haves:
Title, Edition #, and Subtitle 
Includes a one-line 

description that effectively 
describes the purpose of 
the book

Author name, affiliation, and 
brief bio  - Should be 
factual and not subjective.
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Proposal Writing – Strategic Fit 
Why Publish section Must-Haves:
 How this proposed title fits 

signing strategy 
 Data (5 year CAGR, Research 

Output Volume, FWCI) 
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• What Problem Does this Book 
Solve? section Must-haves:

 Clearly explain how this content 
will help an end user. How will they 
use the content in their work? At 
what point in the researcher 
workflow does this help them solve 
a problem? What problems will this 
book help them solve? 

Proposal Writing – Strategic Fit continued
What Problem does this book solve?
Problem: Keeping pace with current 
trends in cell therapy is difficult for 
physicians and biomedical researchers 
due to the rapid expansion of the field, 
the large number of cell types involved, 
limited knowledge regarding how cells 
are manufactured, the broad spectrum 
of diseases being targeted clinically, and 
the volatility in the valuation of 
companies that are capitalizing on 
existing/developing gene/cell therapies.  
Solution: This thorough but concise 
volume, which reviews the most current 
trends in cell-based therapy, their 
overall effectiveness from a clinical 
perspective, and how the industry is 
moving therapies forward for 
capitalization will aid in resolving that 
confusion.
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Proposal Writing – Cluster/Competitive Titles

Cluster Potential Must-Haves:
 3-5 Elsevier titles with Author, title, 

pub date, price, extent, ISBN, 
summarized sales history (total print 
and electronic), SD/3PP chapter 
download usage

 Separate forthcoming title section, 
requires only title, extent, price, pub 
date

Cluster Potential Nice-to-Haves:
 Trim size, color, binding, (esp. if 

different from proposed)

Competitive Title Must-Haves:
 3-5 titles with Author, title, pub date, 

price, extent, ISBN, brief 
differentiation(s)

Competitive Title Nice-to-Haves:
 Trim size, color, binding, esp. if 

different from proposed.
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Proposal Writing – Key Features and End User Description
Some tips on this section:

 Look to your reviewer’s comments 
and the author’s proposal for key 
features – what are the strengths of the 
book and how will they directly benefit 
the user? What problem does the book 
content solve for the user?

 Be specific and avoid generic 
statements, focus on using key terms

 For end user description, stay between 
150-250 words 

 The book is the lead – state the title
upfront and what the main theme is

 Follow this up with the primary topics of 
the book (i.e., look to the TOC)

 End with a general benefit to the 
audience – Who is the book meant for 
and what will it do for them?
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Proposal Writing – Publicity, Prior Ed, Reviewers Comments
Publicity section needed if:
 Conference outside scope of annual list
 Relevant social media such as blogs, author 

maintained sites
 Can be left empty if there is nothing unusual or 

new to highlight

Prior Edition section Must-Haves:
 Sales information: 
 If title was acquired, be sure to include any prior 

sales numbers available

Reviewer Comments Section Must-Haves:
 Include reviewer’s name, affiliation, 

department/company, and location 
 Reviewer comments can be grouped together 

for each question. 
 Also include Editor responses to reviewer 

comments and key suggestions or critiques
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A Timeline:
Our Editors send proposal to Publisher for initial feedback and approval. Once 

approved by Publisher,  Editor submits proposal for Approval with 
Stakeholders.

With Stakeholders, Editor is given an opportunity to briefly pitch his/her 
project:
 Be brief – one sentence about the book (Reiterate your Why Publish 

section)
 Indicate strategic fit/your signing area
 Indicate Use Case alignment and Problem Solved by Book
 Address feedback/questions that you received and answered prior to the 

meeting
Once the project is approved,  Editor submits to Finance for final approval 

and informs author that project was approved. 

Submitting Proposal for Approval
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Doing It Well - Best Practices, cont’d

 Proposals (often) do not need excessive explanation of the technical 
details of a subject area, i.e., “less is more” – as long as the “less” is 
compelling and on topic 

Use active and not passive language! 
 Be specific and avoid generic statements
 Is it more than a book? Can a video be added? Author Blogs? Data? 

Think about this with each project and ask reviewers/author(s) on ideas 
while the proposal is under review. Every proposal is an opportunity to 
add value to the book.

 Should you consider short format or a fast turn content approach?
Is the topic time-sensitive or technology specific? Is the area 
interdisciplinary, or unproven? Is the Author not well known?
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Short Format & Fast Turn Content
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What is Fast Turn Content? 

Fast Turn Content is “fast-to-market” approach to publishing specialized 
content on in-demand topics. 

Principles: 

• Data and Evidence Driven

• Streamlined Process

• Smaller Investment / Less Risk

• Digital First



Topic Selection & Examples
• Data Driven

- Topics supported by Journal Data; grant, awards, or recent funding; 

focus of prominent society or organization

• Experimental Space

– Niche

• Pediatric Cancer Genetics

– Interdisciplinary 

• Clinical Applications of Cardiovascular Biomaterials

• Edible Green Infrastructure

• 3D Printing in Orthopedic Surgery**

• Low-risk, quick and streamlined way to test out new topics



Intersection of Engineering, Medicine and Life 
Sciences, and Physical Science

Diagram courtesy of Joseph Hayton

Engineering

Physical 
ScienceHealth/Medicine

Medical Devices
Clinical Engineering
Biomechatronics/bio
nics/Radiology

Water – incl. social and economics
Energy, Fuels, Econ and Environment

Health and Pollution (incl sustainable transport)
Sustainable/Green Chemistry



BASIC
• Standard Trim: 7.5” x 9.25”, paperback

• Pages: maximum of 400 pages (200-350 ideal)

• Paper: 60#/90gsm CVG silk

• Printing: Digital POD

• Interior Design: Standard Design

• Cover Design: Templated abstract design

• Art: No custom illustrations

• ANCILLARIES
• No ancillaries (video, e-only content, assessment 

questions, etc.)

FINANCIALS

• Price: $79.99-$129.99

• Print Unit Projections (LOT): 

– Similar across all short format books,100-150 
copies

General Specifications



Sample Publishing Timeline

Editor Confirms Participation: October 1st, 2018

Editor Submits Final TOC: October 15th, 2018 

Editor Invites Chapter Authors: October 15th, 2018

All Chapter Authors Confirmed: December 1st, 2018

Chapter Author Deadline: May 1st, 2019 - 5 months to write

Editor Deadline (Final Manuscript): June 1st, 2019 - 2 months to edit

Transmittal to Production: July 1sth, 2019 - 4-6 weeks to prepare

Publication: Sept 1st, 2019 – 3 months until publication

How to explore short format / fast turn : encourage your editors to explore 
commissioning at least 1 or 2 a year, and track results. 
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Questions???


